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EDUCATION
2023
Graphic Design and Visual Communication Skills Certificate
OCAD U, Toronto, ON

2017
MA in Art History with Curatorial Diploma 
York University, Toronto, ON

2013
Publishing Certificate 
Toronto Metropolitan University,  
The Chang School of Continuing Education, Toronto, ON

2010
BA (Hons. with Distinction), Art History, English  
Literature, and French as a Second Language
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON

EXPERTISE
InDesign
Photoshop
Illustrator
Adobe Acrobat
Art Direction
Proofreading

REFERENCES
Available upon request.

FREELANCE EXPERIENCE
 
2021–present
Art Canada Institute | Institut de l’art canadien, Toronto, ON

• Bilingual online and PDF art book design

• Print book cover design, layout design, and typesetting

• Art direction  

2024
ARC Solutions, Calabasas, CA

• Program funding guide cover design, layout design, and typesetting

2023
The Biglieri Group, Toronto, ON

• MS Word reports template design

• Social media announcements design

2023
Michael Gibson Gallery, London, ON

• Mailchimp newsletter design, logo update, and business card and letterhead design 

2023
AnchorTO, Toronto, ON

• Maketing material design and website content management
 
2022
City of Toronto, Toronto, ON

• Design and copyediting for Addressing Anti-Black Racism in Procurement Report 

2015
York University, Toronto, ON

• Exhibition vinyls and brochure design 

2013–2014
YWCA Canada, Toronto, ON

• Copyedit, proofread, and design reports and brochures 
Piece by Piece

LANGUAGES
English (Native)
French (Intermediate)

I find inspiration in  
minimalist design and  
typographic beauty.

I hold an MA in Art History from York University, a BA (Hons) in Art 
History from University of Toronto, and a Publishing Certificate 
from Toronto Metropolitan University. I was a staff member of 
the Art Canada Institute from 2014 to 2021, serving as Web & 
Layout Director from 2017 to 2021. I was also the copyeditor for 
Inuit Art Quarterly from 2016 to 2019. In 2021, I chose to embark 
on a freelance career, focusing on print and layout design and 
copyediting. I am a board member of Rungh Cultural Society.

My art writing has been published by The Robert McLaughlin 
Gallery and C Magazine. I also co-curated the following exhibitions: 
Piece by Piece (2015; with Karina Irvine and Jenna Shamoon), Gales 
Gallery, York University; Helen Lucas: Roots to the Present (2017; 
with Jenna Shamoon), Todmorden Mills Heritage Site; and ab NEXT: 
Contemporary Abstraction by Emerging Artists (2017; with Linda 
Jansma), The Robert McLaughlin Gallery. 



Client
Art Canada Institute (ACI)

The ACI is a registered charitable organization,  whose mandate is 
to make art and art history in Canada a multi-vocal conversation in 
both French and English. As a full-time and contract eployee, I was 
responsible for expanding the organization’s strong visual identity 
and maintaining its core value of design excellence. I produced 
print books; event and marketing materials; annual reports and 
programming catalogues; donor stewardship gifts, and more.

Reports
Original layout designs, cover designs, and typesetting

Catalogues
Layout designs, cover designs, and typesetting
using original template by Studio Blackwell

Art books
Layout designs, cover designs, and typesetting
using original template by Studio Blackwell



Event materials, Cards, Stewardship Gifts (365 Day Calendars)
Original designs, layouts, and typesetting

Art Canada Institute continued



Project
Brand Refresh (Logo, Letterhead, Business Cards, Newsletters)

Client
Michael Gibson Gallery (MGG)

MGG, an established London, Ontario, commercial art gallery, 
requested a logo update that incorporated both their acronym, and 
full name. The logo needed to be legible at small sizes (for social 
media) and also have weight when grouped with other logos. This 
clean and simple design is flexible depending on where the logo is 
being used. The square MGG can be used separate from the full 
text as needed. 

MGG’s newsletters have become a beloved weekly read for their 
clients. A redesign was in order, not only to integrate the new logo, 
but also to offer a more pleasurable reading experience.



Project
Marketing Materials

Clients
Art Canada Institute
Michael Gibson Gallery
Rungh Cultural Society

Great marketing materials are essential for donor stewardship and 
audience engagement. Promotional materials created for various 
clients have included brochures, flyers, social media campaigns, 
newsletters, print and digital advertisements, and greeting cards.  



Personal Projects



Personal Projects
Editorial Layouts

I am always exploring new typography and layouts for books and 
magazines, particularly those with a heavy focus on beautiful and 
compelling images.





Personal Projects
Plays of William Shakespeare

For this mock series of Shakespeare plays, I focused on beautiful 
typography and an array of eye catching colours. I thought it would 
be unique to have a famous quote from the play be the draw, rather 
than the title. For seasoned Shakespeare-readers the quote will be 
immediately recognizable. For those less familiar, the quote would 
be either colloquially recognizable or compelling enough to draw 
a reader’s curiosity. From a marketing perspective Shakespeare 
“sells-itself” so the challenge lies in a design that will stand out from 
the exact same copies around it.



Personal Projects
Arkitekt

For this mock architecture magazine, I used a minimal design for 
the cover, featuring a singular bright, eye-catching image related to 
the lead article. The colours on the cover, which vary per issue, are 
then reflected in the interior layout of the lead article.



Personal Projects
Mock Time Magazine Rebrand

For this mock rebrand of Time Magazine, I gave it a contemporary  
update look, with a bold sans serif typeface and a new refined key-
line frame. To ensure the beloved brand would still be recognizable, 
I maintained key elements such as colour, singular portraits or one 
compelling image, and a central title.



Personal Projects
Mock Magazine “In Profile”

This mock magazine provides in-depth interviews with creatives, leaders, activists, and icons.
The profiled person would always appear in the centre circle with an image relevant to them in 
the bottom right. The circle motif is reflected in the brand typeface. The colour palette varies 
per issue, but would always feature a dark, bold background colour, an analogous, bright title 
colour, and a very light tint of the background colour for the interior pages. The interior has 
maximizes on space for images to give compelling illustrat to the articles’ storytelling.




